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Five experiments investigated transfer from multiple analogs to a superficially dissimilar target 
problem. When subjects explicitly compared the analogs and then immediately attempted to 
solve the target problem in the context of a single experiment, transfer was obtained with 
significant frequency even without a hint that the analogs and target were related. Prehint transfer 
was sharply reduced or eliminated when the source analogs and the target were presented in 
different contexts, even when the transfer test was immediate. However, prehint transfer was 
enhanced, even after a context shift and a week-long delay between reading the source analogs 
and solving the problem, when the following conditions were met: The target problem was 
reworded slightly to emphasize a structural feature that it shared with the analogs; three rather 
than two source analogs were provided; and detailed, schema-oriented questions were used to 
help subjects focus on the problem-relevant aspects of the stories. Although spontaneous transfer 
between small numbers of dissimilar analogs is difficult to obtain, it can be achieved by 
manipulations that foster abstraction of a problem schema from the training examples. 

The conditions under which people are able to recognize 
and exploit analogies in the course of  problem solving has 
been the focus of  extensive investigation in recent years. 
Several studies have shown that novice problem solvers in 
domains such as statistics, computer  programming, and word- 
processing often use analogies between example problems as 
guides (e.g., Catrambone & Carroll, 1987; Catrambone & 
Holyoak, 1986; Pirolli & Anderson, 1985; Reed, 1987; Ross, 
1984). Spontaneous analogical transfer is much less frequent, 
however, when the source and target analogs are drawn from 
different domains and are superficially dissimilar (Gick & 
Holyoak, 1980; Hayes & Simon, 1977; Reed, Ernst, & Banerji, 
1974; Ross, 1987). Gick and Holyoak (1980) found that 
interdomain transfer often depended on provision of  a hint 
to use the prior analog. Problem solvers often failed to notice 
the relevance of  an analogy that they were readily able to 
apply once it was called to their attention. Spontaneous 
transfer can be obtained, however, even after a delay of  several 
days between presentation of  the source and the target, if the 
source and target have at least one salient surface similarity 
(Holyoak & Koh, 1987). 

A number  of  studies have shown that interdomain transfer 
can be facilitated by manipulations designed to encourage the 
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formation of  generalized rules or schemas. The most direct 
manipulation of  this sort involves explicit instruction in ab- 
stract rules, coupled with examples, in domains such as sta- 
tistics and algebra. Such abstract training can produce sub- 
stantial rates of  spontaneous transfer (e.g., Bassok & Holyoak, 
1989; Fong, Krantz, & Nisbett, 1986). Other research has 
shown that manipulations that emphasize the problem-solv- 
ing methods or actions in a domain,  rather than a means-  
ends strategy of  reducing the differences between an initial 
state and a goal state, are effective in helping students acquire 
mental structures that allow them to classify and solve new 
problems (Lewis & Anderson, 1985; Sweller, Mawer, & Ward, 
1983). 

There is also evidence that provision of  multiple examples 
without explicit instruction in generalized rules can facilitate 
transfer (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). The use of  multiple exam- 
ples could lead to the creation of  a generalized rule or schema 
that can be applied to a target problem more successfully than 
could the examples from which it was formed. It is also 
possible that the schema could improve the access and appli- 
cation of  the examples. The research reported here was de- 
signed to investigate boundary conditions on facilitation of  
transfer attributable to prior inductive generalization from 
examples. 

This study is a direct extension of  the work of  Gick and 
Holyoak (1983). Those investigators had subjects first read 
two stories illustrating problems that were solved by a "con- 
vergence" procedure (e.g., a story about a general who cap- 
tured a fortress by sending small groups of  men down several 
converging roads, and another about a fire chief who put out 
a blaze by having many buckets of water thrown at the fire at 
once by a circle of  fire fighters). The stories were presented in 
the guise of an experiment on story comprehension; subjects 
wrote summaries of  each story and also wrote descriptions of  
the similarities between the two. The latter task was intended 
to encourage induction of  a schematic representation captur- 
ing the relatively abstract similarities between the two source 
analogs. Immediately afterward, the subjects at tempted to 
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solve Duncker's (1945) "radiation" problem (in which a doc- 
tor must find a way to use rays to destroy a patient's stomach 
tumor without injuring the surrounding healthy tissue), first 
without any hint that the prior stories were relevant to the 
task, and then again after receiving a hint to use the stories. 
Transfer (i.e., the production of  the convergence solution to 
the radiation problem) before a hint was hypothesized to 
indicate subjects' ability to spontaneously notice and apply 
the analogy, whereas transfer after a hint indicated subjects' 
ability to apply the analogy once its relevance had been 
suggested. Thus, after-hint transfer should be less difficult 
than before-hint transfer because one of  the stepswsponta- 
neously noticing the relevance of  an analogy--is no longer 
required. 

Gick and Holyoak (1983) found that provision of  two 
analogs rather than one produced significantly greater trans- 
fer, both prior to the hint and in total (including hint-aided 
solutions). Moreover, for subjects who received two source 
analogs, the likelihood of  transfer was predictable from the 
content of  the written descriptions of  the story similarities. 
These descriptions were classified into three levels of "schema 
quality," reflecting the extent to which they included key 
aspects of  the convergence solutions as similarities. The like- 
lihood of  both immediate and hint-aided transfer increased 
with schema quality. Gick and Holyoak interpreted these 
findings as evidence that prior induction of  a schematic 
representation of  a problem category facilitates transfer (cf. 
Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981). 

In the experiments of  Gick and Holyoak (1983), as in most 
other studies of  transfer, the target problem was presented to 
subjects immediately after they had studied the source ana- 
logs, without either an intervening delay or a change in the 
context (beyond the obvious shift from a part of the experi- 
ment involving story processing to a part involving problem 
solving). For both theoretical and pedagogic reasons, of 
course, it is important to establish the conditions under which 
transfer can be obtained even after more substantial contex- 
tual shifts. From a theoretical perspective, such studies are 
likely to allow firmer inferences about the nature of  long-term 
memory representations that underlie knowledge transfer. 
Also, from a pedagogic point of  view, only manipulations that 
permit transfer after a delay are likely to be of  practical value 
as instructional aids. 

In many ways the paradigm and materials employed by 
Gick and Holyoak (1983) provide the minimal possible inter- 
vention that might possibly facilitate long-term transfer by 
means of  prior inductive generalization. The source analogs 
lack any surface resemblance to the target problem, only two 
examples are provided (the minimal number that permits 
comparison across examples), and the subjects are novices 
with respect to the class of  convergence problems (cf. Novick, 
1988). If this simple manipulation produced transfer after 
substantial delays, it would suggest that exposure to multiple 
source analogs, even in the absence of  direct instruction, is 
sufficient to yield robust transfer. If  not, the results would 
indicate that stronger manipulations will be necessary to 
achieve a positive outcome. 

Spencer and Weisberg (1986) conducted an initial study 
that investigated transfer as a function of  delay (target problem 

presented immediately after source analogs or 6 min later) 
and contextual similarity (both source analogs and target 
problem administered by the same experimenter, or source 
analogs presented by an experimenter and target problem 
presented by an instructor as a class demonstration). These 
investigators replicated Gick and Holyoak's findings that 
schema quality, as measured by an assessment of similarity 
descriptions, predicted transfer both with and without the aid 
of a hint when the target problem was given in the same 
context. In addition, schema quality had a positive effect on 
hint-aided transfer in the different-context, delayed-test con- 
dition (Spencer & Weisberg, 1986, Experiment 1). However, 
transfer in the absence of  a hint was extremely low if the 
context was changed, and it did not vary as a function of  
schema quality. 

The results of  Spencer and Weisberg (1986) suggest that 
presentation of  multiple source analogs is not sufficient to 
ensure transfer across different contexts. Their results are not 
conclusive, however, because most of  their subjects produced 
poor-quality schemas, and some of  their negative findings 
might be attributable to floor effects. The experiments re- 
ported here continue the investigation of  analogical transfer 
after delays and contextual changes. 

Exper imen t  1 

Experiment 1 was designed to replicate and extend Gick 
and Holyoak's (1983) findings concerning the role of  schema 
quality as a predictor of  immediate transfer, in order to 
provide a basis for comparison with subsequent studies of  
transfer after delays. Whereas Gick and Holyoak (1983) al- 
ways required subjects who read two analogs to compare the 
two explicitly--a manipulation intended to foster abstraction 
of a schema based on the common structure of  the analogs-- 
this experiment included groups who received two analogs 
without any such comparison instructions. If the comparison 
groups yield greater transfer than the no-comparison groups, 
it would support the conclusion that schema induction, rather 
than exposure to multiple examples per se, is a crucial deter- 
minant of  transfer. 

Method 

Subjects. Seventy-seven University of Michigan students partici- 
pated in the experiment either for course credit or for pay. The 
subjects were randomly divided approximately equally across the four 
conditions described below. 

Procedure. The experiment was administered in one session last- 
ing between 35 and 50 min, Subjects were tested in groups of 
anywhere from 10 to 30 (as was the case in all the experiments unless 
indicated otherwise). Subjects were divided into four groups, defined 
by the factorial combination of comparison versus no-comparison 
instructions and two analogs versus one analog plus one disanalogous 
story. A cover sheet informed subjects that the experimenters were 
selecting stories to use in a study of story comprehension. Subjects 
were given a total of 5 min to read both stories. They were told that 
when they were done, the next part of the experiment would be 
distributed to them. All subjects then wrote summaries of the two 
stories while the stories were still in front of them, and those in the 
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comparison groups also wrote descriptions of how the two stories 
were similar. In this task, subjects were simply instructed to "describe 
as clearly as possible the ways in which the situations in the two 
stories seem similar." This phase took approximately 20 rain. Im- 
mediately afterward, the prior materials were removed, and all sub- 
jects read the radiation problem (a version we will refer to as the 
dosage version, previously used by Holyoak & Koh, 1987; see Ap- 
pendix A) and listed as many possible solutions as they could. Finally, 
subjects were given a hint to consider solutions to the radiation 
problem suggested by one or both of the prior stories. This hint 
consisted of the following question: "What solution to the ray problem 
is suggested by the stories?" 

Subjects who received two source analogs read "The General" and 
"The Fire Chief" (see Appendix II in Gick & Holyoak, 1983); those 
who received one analog and a control story read one of the above 
plus "The Wine Merchants" (an unrelated story; see Appendix IV in 
Gick & Holyoak, 1980). Within the latter condition, each of the two 
convergence analogs was used equally often across subjects, and the 
order of the analog and the control story was counterbalanced. 
Neither of the latter factors affected performance, and the results 
reported below are collapsed over these variables. 

In summary, there were four groups based on the crossing of 
number of analogs (one or two) and comparison instructions (com- 
parison or no comparison). 

Results and Discussion 

Subjects' answers to the radiation problem were scored for 
inclusion of  the convergence solution. To be scored as a 
convergence solution, an answer had to include the following 
components: (a) rays applied to the tumor  from several direc- 
tions and (b) applied simultaneously. Answers were not re- 
quired to explicitly mention weak rays because this notion 
could be implied in the idea of  using multiple rays. All other 
answers were labeled as nonconvergence solutions. Solutions 
were also broken down according to whether they occurred 
prior to a hint or in total (including hint-aided solutions), 
Statistical tests were performed by using the maximum-like- 
lihood chi-square (G 2) (see Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 
1975). 

Table 1 presents the distribution of  frequencies of  conver- 
gence solutions as a function of  whether one or two analogs 
were provided and whether or not subjects were required to 
compare the similarities of  the two stories. The comparison 
manipulat ion had no significant effect for subjects who read 
one analog plus the control story. For  subjects who read two 
analogous stories, however, comparison instructions increased 
the percentage who gave convergence solutions prior to the 
hint (47% of  those in the two-analog comparison group vs. 

Table 1 
Percentage of Subjects Producing Convergence Solution: 
Experiment 1 

Group Before hint Total 

Comparison 
Two analogs (n = 19) 47 68 
One analog plus control (n = 19) 16 53 

No comparison 
Two analogs (n = 19) 16 74 
One analog plus control (n = 20) 25 30 

only 16% in the no-comparison group, G2(1) = 4.54, p < .05. 
This experiment did not include a control group that received 
no analog at all. However, the subject population was highly 
similar to that which in similar previous studies has reliably 
yielded a rate of  not more than 10% convergence solutions in 
the absence of  any prior source analog (Gick & Holyoak, 
1980; Holyoak & Koh, 1987). With that figure as the baseline, 
only the two-analog comparison group produced convergence 
solutions prior to the hint significantly more frequently than 
would be expected in the absence of an analog, G2(1) = 17.3, 
p < .001. 

Combining results over comparison conditions, subjects 
who received two analogs produced a greater frequency of  
convergence solutions in total (i.e., before and after the hint) 
than did subjects who received one analog plus the control 
story (71% vs. 41%), G2(I) -- 7.16, p < .01. This effect is not 
solely due to the performance of the two-analog compare 
group; in fact, the two-analog no-comparison subjects did 
slightly better than the two-analog compare subjects in total 
(74% vs. 68%). It is also worth noting that the one-analog no- 
comparison group did not improve much on its before-hint 
performance after receiving a hint (25% vs. 30%), whereas 
the comparison group did (16% vs. 53%). This was probably 
due to the fact that although the compare group had just one 
analog in memory, the analog received additional processing 
from the comparison task that may have enabled subjects to 
use it when solving the target problem. The no-comparison 
group did not have this benefit. 

For subjects in the comparison groups, written descriptions 
of  story similarities were scored for inclusion of  elements of  
the convergence solution (converging forces, small in magni- 
tude, and applied simultaneously) by using the criteria de- 
scribed by Gick and Holyoak (1983). Gick and Holyoak 
defined three levels of  schema quality (good, intermediate, 
and poor); however, because good schemas were relatively 
infrequent in the experiments reported here, data will be 
reported collapsing good and intermediate schemas into a 
single category, which will be termed appropriate. A similarity 
description was scored as embodying an appropriate schema 
if  at least one of  the above components of  the convergence 
solution was mentioned; otherwise, it was scored as poor. 

Not surprisingly, subjects who compared one analog with 
an unrelated control story invariably wrote poor schemas; this 
result will not be considered further. For  subjects who com- 
pared two analogs, those who wrote appropriate rather than 
poor schemas tended to produce more convergence solutions 
prior to the hint (58% vs. 29%), although given the small 
number  of  subjects, this difference was not significant, G2(1) 
= 1.61, p = .20. Total convergence solutions, including those 
that were hint-aided, did not differ significantly as a function 
of  schema quality (67% vs. 71%), G2(1) = 0.05, p = .83. 

In general, the results of  Experiment 1 replicate and extend 
those 0f Gick and Holyoak (1983). Explicit instructions to 
compare two analogs increased transfer prior to a hint, and 
for subjects who compared two analogs, solution-appropriate 
schemas at least showed a trend toward being correlated with 
more successful transfer. Like the earlier findings of Gick and 
Holyoak, however, our results were obtained under conditions 
of  minimal delay or contextual change. 
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E x p e r i m e n t  2 

Experiment 2 was designed to assess the robustness of 
transfer from multiple analogs when a delay of varying length 
and a change of context intervened between presentation of 
the source analogs and the target. Spencer and Weisberg 
(1986), using similar materials, found that a delay or context 
change essentially eliminated transfer in the absence of a hint. 

Method 

Table 2 
Percentage of Subjects Producing Convergence Solution: 
Experiment 2 

Condition Before hint Total 

30-min delay (n = 66) 
Comparison (n = 35) 11 71 
No comparison (n = 31) 10 58 

l-week delay (n = 31) 
Comparison (n = 15) 7 47 
No comparison (n = 16) 6 38 

Subjects. Subjects were 97 introductory psychology students at 
the University of Michigan who participated in the study to satisfy a 
course requirement. Due to scheduling difficulties, unequal numbers 
of subjects were randomly assigned to the four conditions. 

Procedure. All subjects were told that the experimenter was col- 
lecting data for several different experiments (as was in fact the case) 
and that they would be receiving several booklets with different tasks 
for them to do. Subjects worked at their own pace. They were divided 
into four groups, defined by the factorial combination of comparison 
versus no-comparison instructions and l-week delay versus 30-min 
delay. 

Subjects first received a booklet containing two story analogs. The 
set of four convergence analogs provided in Gick and Holyoak ( 1983, 
Appendix II) was used. Each subject received either two military 
stories, two fire-fighting stories, or one of each. Because differences 
in story combinations had no influence on transfer, all reported 
results are collapsed over this variable. 

After reading and summarizing the stories, half the subjects (the 
comparison group) wrote descriptions of the similarities between the 
two stories. The other half (the no-comparison group) summarized 
the stories a second time; however, they could not look back at the 
stories while writing the second set of summaries. This additional 
summarization task was required of the no-comparison subjects in 
an attempt to make sheer amount of processing more equal between 
the two groups. We wished to control for the possibility that compar- 
ison instructions might improve transfer performance not by fostering 
schema formation but simply by virtue of forcing greater processing 
of the individual stories. After doing these tasks, subjects spent about 
30 min filling out a questionnaire for a social psychology experiment. 
This task served as a change of context. Half the subjects, those in 
the 30-rain delay condition, then were given the radiation problem 
to solve, at first without a hint to use the stories and then with such 
a hint. The other subjects, in the l-week delay condition, ended their 
first session after filling out the social psychology questionnaire. One 
week later these subjects returned individually to a different room, 
where they began by spending about 30 rain reading stories (for the 
social psychology experiment) and making judgments on a computer 
terminal. They then were given the radiation problem to solve. 

Results and Discussion 

.82; total: G2(I) = 1.29, p = .26] or the l-week delay [before 
hint: G2(1) = 0.002, p = .96; total: G2(1) - 0.27, p = .61 ]. The 
absence of a significant advantage for the comparison condi- 
tion, which should theoretically have fostered schema for- 
mation, implies that the "greater effort" hypothesis suggested 
as an account of the advantage obtained in Experiment 1 
cannot be ruled out. However, the lack of spontaneous trans- 
fer after a delay resulted in a floor effect, so that no conclusions 
about the effect of comparison instructions can be drawn 
from the results of Experiment 2, except that such processing 
is not a sufficient condition for spontaneous transfer. 

An analysis of the impact of schema quality for the com- 
parison conditions is presented in Table 3. Even subjects who 
wrote appropriate schemas failed to produce convergence 
solutions prior to the hint more frequently than the baseline 
expectation of 10%. However, subjects who wrote appropriate 
schemas produced a higher frequency of convergence solu- 
tions when hint-aided solutions are included (78% vs. 48%), 
G2(1) = 4.73, p < .05. This difference is mainly due to the l- 
week-delay condition [although the interaction is not signifi- 
cant, G2(I) = 0.003, p = .95]; subjects who had written poor 
schemas had great difficulty making use of the source analogs 
after a week's delay even when directly asked to do so. 

In summary, Experiment 2 strengthens the claim that 
schema quality predicts the likelihood of a subject's applying 
an analogy from the source analogs to the target when given 
a hint, particularly after longer delays. Without a hint, how- 
ever, the schema did not seem to be sufficiently salient to 
yield spontaneous transfer. The results thus essentially repli- 
cate those of Spencer and Weisberg (1986). 

E x p e r i m e n t  3 

The results of the first two experiments indicate that with- 
out providing a hint to use the prior stories (either by an 

Table 2 presents the frequencies with which subjects in each 
of the four conditions produced convergence solutions. None 
of the conditions produced frequencies of convergence solu- 
tions prior to the hint that exceeded the baseline expectation 
of 10%. When hint-aided solutions are also considered, the 
solution frequency was higher for the 30-rain delay condition 
than for the l-week delay condition (65% vs. 42%), G2(1) = 
4.64, p < .05. 

Unlike the no-delay condition tested in Experiment 1, the 
comparison manipulation in Experiment 2 had no significant 
effect at either the 30-min [before hint: G2(1) = 0.053, p = 

Table 3 
Percentage of Subjects in Comparison Conditions Producing 
Convergence Solution as a Function of Schema Quality." 
Experiment 2 

Condition Before hint Total 

30-min delay (n = 33) 
Appropriate schemas (n = 20) 11 80 
Poor schemas (n = 13) 15 62 

1-week delay (n = 15) 
Appropriate schemas (n = 7) 14 71 
Poor schemas (n = 8) 0 25 
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explicit suggestion or by demand characteristics), little or no 
analogical transfer is obtained after a delay of  even 30 rain 
that is filled with an interpolated task. The interpolated task 
used in Experiment 2, an unrelated experiment, presumably 
encouraged subjects to treat each new task as unrelated to 
previous ones, eliminating any demand characteristics that 
might suggest using the prior stories to help solve the target 
problem. At the same time, the substantial transfer obtained 
once a hint was given indicates that the problem-relevant 
features (i.e., the features of  the convergence solution) of  the 
source analogs were still available in memory after a delay as 
long as a week, especially for subjects who had written appro- 
priate schemas. 

It is possible that even though subjects were storing some 
of  the relevant features of  the analogs, these features might 
not have been easily accessible because the target problem 
might have failed to activate them. Experiment 3 was per- 
formed to investigate the possibility that long-term transfer 
might be improved by varying the wording of  the target 
problem so as to better cue one of  the solution-relevant 
features of  the prior stories. 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 65 introductory psychology students at 
the University of Michigan who participated in the study to satisfy a 
course requirement. 

Procedure. The design and procedure were essentially identical 
to those used in Experiment 2. The interpolated task was a memory 
experiment rather than a questionnaire. The major change in Exper- 
iment 3 was that the "dosage" version of the target problem (see 
Appendix A) was reworded slightly. The seventh sentence was 
changed from "A sustained large dose of the rays will effectively 
destroy the tumor" to "If the rays reach the tumor all at once at a 
sufficiently high intensity, the tumor will be destroyed." In addition, 
the word dosage was changed to intensity in the eighth and ninth 
sentences. This "intensity" version of the radiation problem is closer 
to that used by Gick and Holyoak (1980, 1983) and seems more 
likely to activate the notion of simultaneous forces, a key structural 
feature of the source analogs. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 4 presents the frequencies with which subjects in each 
of  the four conditions produced convergence solutions. In 
Experiment 3, unlike Experiment 2, there was no significant 
effect of  delay on the production of  convergence solutions 
when hint-aided solutions are considered. As in Experiment 

Table 4 
Percentage of Subjects Producing Convergence Solution: 
Experiment 3 

Condition Before hint Total 

30-min delay (n = 39) 
Comparison (n = 20) 20 65 
No comparison (n = 19) 10 63 

l-week delay (n = 26) 
Comparison (n = 13) 23 62 
No comparison (n = 13) 15 46 

2, none of  the conditions produced frequencies of  conver- 
gence solutions prior to the hint that significantly exceeded 
the baseline expectation of  10%, and the comparison manip- 
ulation had no significant effect. 

An analysis of  the impact of schema quality for the com- 
parison conditions, presented in Table 5, provides some evi- 
dence that comparison instructions had an impact on spon- 
taneous transfer in this experiment, at least for subjects who 
wrote appropriate schemas. Subjects who wrote appropriate 
schemas produced convergence solutions prior to the hint 
significantly more frequently than did subjects who wrote 
inappropriate schemas (40% vs. 6%), G2(1) = 6.19, p < .02. 
Schema quality did not have a significant effect when hint- 
aided solutions are considered, G2(1) = 1.13, p = .29; however, 
as in Experiment 2, the 1-week-delay subjects with inappro- 
priate schemas tended to perform much more poorly than 
the other three groups (see Table 5). Nevertheless, the inter- 
action between delay and schema quality was not significant, 
G2(I) = 1.95, p = .18. 

E x p e r i m e n t  4 

The results of  Experiment 3, when compared with those of  
Experiment 2, suggest that when the target problem is more 
analogous in its structure to the source analogs, then compar- 
ison instructions that yield appropriate schemas can result in 
some spontaneous transfer after a delay of a week.l It seemed 
possible that further improvement in transfer might be ob- 
tained if  the comparison instructions provided subjects with 
more direction toward discovery of  the underlying schematic 
problem structure shared by the source analogs. Many re- 
searchers have recognized the importance of  helping students 
to learn new ways of thinking about problems or domains in 
order to be more successful at solving problems in those 
domains (e.g., Catrambone & Holyoak, 1987; Chi et al., 1981; 
Fong et al., 1986). Brown, Kane, and Echols (1986; see also 
Brown & Kane, 1988) found that children who were led to 
focus on the goal structure of several training problems trans- 
ferred their knowledge to an analogous target problem more 
efficiently than did subjects who did not focus on the goal 
structure. Brown et al.'s results suggest that directing subjects 
to compare the source analogs on problem-oriented dimen- 
s ions - s imi la r i ty  of goals, obstacles, and solution me thods - -  
while varying the superficial features will foster schematic 
representations that are able to support transfer across con- 
textual changes (see also Gick & Holyoak, 1987; Keane, 
1985). 

One source of  difficulty for subjects in Experiments 1-3 
may have been that the comparison instructions introduced 

The dosage and intensity versions used in this study differ in two 
ways: (a) The latter includes the word intensity instead of dosage, and 
(b) the latter includes reference to the rays reaching the tissue "all at 
once." An unpublished experiment by Laura Novick, Barbara Spell- 
man, and Keith Holyoak compared transfer with versions of the ray 
problem that varied these two differences separately. The results 
indicated that inclusion of the structural feature of simultaneous 
application of the rays, rather than the word intensity, is the basis for 
greater ease of transfer. 
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Table 5 
Percentage of Subjects in Comparison Conditions Producing 
Convergence Solution as a Function of Schema Quality." 
Experiment 3 

Condition Before hint Total 

30-min delay (n = 20) 
Appropriate schemas (n = 8) 38 62 
Poor schemas (n = 12) 8 67 

1-week delay (n = 13) 
Appropriate schemas (n = 7) 43 86 
Poor schemas 0 33 

by Gick and Holyoak  (1983) and adopted in the first three 
studies here provide no guidance as to the type o f  similarities 
between the story analogs that  ought  to be emphasized.  Al- 
though a sizable propor t ion o f  subjects in Exper iments  1-3 
wrote "appropr ia te"  schemas, their  writ ten compar isons  also 
included a large number  o f  features that  were irrelevant to 
the convergence solution used in the story analogs. Subjects 
tended to focus on general p roblem features and various story 
themes, such as the presence o f  a hero who saved the day, 
which is quite  reasonable, given that  they were reading stories 
and thus had a preference to process them by using standard 
story-understanding strategies (van Dijk  & Kintsch,  1983). 

Exper iment  4 was designed to test whether  more  directed 
compar ison instructions could induce subjects to focus on the 
convergence features o f  the story analogs and whether  such 
focusing would help them apply the analogy to the target 
problem. Two  sets o f  compar ison  instructions were used, one 
more  directive than the other. In addition, both  the dosage 
and the intensity versions o f  the ray problem were used. 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 90 introductory psychology students par- 
ticipating in the experiment either for cash or to satisfy a course 
requirement. Subjects were randomly divided approximately equally 
across conditions and worked at their own pace throughout the 
experiment. 

Procedure. The general framework was the same as in the prior 
experiments. The design involved four basic groups, defined by a 
factorial combination of two levels of instructions and two levels of 
target problem wording. All subjects were told they were participating 
in several experiments. They read two analogs ("The General" and 
"The Fire Chief") and wrote summaries of them. Then they wrote 
comparisons of the analogs. Two sets of comparison instructions were 
used (see Appendix B). Groups 1 and 2 received comparison questions 
that isolated the issues of goal similarity, obstacle similarity, and 
method similarity in the two stories. Groups 3 and 4 received yet 
more detailed comparison questions that further isolated certain 
features of the problem states and methods. After answering the 
questions, subjects were provided with "ideal" answers and then 
received the comparison questions again. They were then asked to 
reproduce the ideal answers from memory. The ideal answers to the 
comparison questions for all groups contained the three convergence 
elements. After writing the comparisons, subjects in Groups 3 and 4 
solved a problem ("The Aquarium") that was analogous to the "The 
General" and "The Fire Chief," after being explicitly told to use the 
prior analogs to help generate an answer. This introduction of an 
additional example and direct problem-solving experience is similar 
to a manipulation that Brown et al. (1986) found to improve transfer 
and was intended to further assist subjects in thinking of the analogs 
in terms of the relevant convergence features rather than simply as 
stories. After attempting to solve the aquarium problem on their own, 

subjects in Groups 3 and 4 read a convergence solution to it (see 
Appendix C). The majority of these subjects (66%) derived the 
convergence solution to the aquarium problem themselves. 

Finally, subjects solved the radiation problem either immediately 
or after working on an interpolated task (an experiment in decision 
making) for approximately 30 min. This delay manipulation had no 
effect; the instructions appeared to eliminate demand characteristics 
of the situation even for subjects who did not have a delay imposed. 
That is, the no-delay subjects did not appear to have any advantage 
over the delay subjects. Accordingly, all reported results will be based 
on data combined across level of delay. Subjects first solved the 
radiation problem without a hint to consider the prior analogs and 
were then given a hint to consider them. Subjects in Groups 1 and 3 
received the dosage version of the ray problem, whereas those in 
Groups 2 and 4 received the intensity version. A control group (n = 
16) that did not read the story analogs also solved the radiation 
problem. Half of the control subjects received the dosage version and 
half received the intensity version. 

To summarize, subjects in Groups 1 and 2 received less directive 
comparison questions than did subjects in Groups 3 and 4. Subjects 
in Groups 1 and 3 received the dosage version of the target problem, 
whereas subjects in Groups 2 and 4 received the intensity version. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 6 presents the frequencies with which subjects in the 
five groups produced the convergence solution both before 
the hint  and in total. There were no significant differences in 
propor t ion o f  convergence solutions produced before the hint  
among  Groups  l ,  2, and 3 and the control  group, G2(3) = 
4.30, p = .23. Because no control  subjects produced the 
convergence solution, the control  solution frequencies for the 
dosage and intensity versions obviously did not  differ. 

Combin ing  results across the version of  the target problem 
that noncontrol  subjects received, subjects who received the 
more  directive set of  compar ison instructions plus the aquar-  
ium problem produced the convergence solution before the 
hint  more  often than did subjects who received the less 
directive set o f  compar ison instructions ( 36 % vs. l 0 %), G: ( l )  
= 7.10, p < .01. The  former  subjects main ta ined  an advantage 
in total solutions (70% vs. 42%), G2(1) = 5.52, p < .02. 
Combin ing  results across the version o f  the comparison in- 
structions that noncontrol  subjects received, subjects receiving 
the intensity version o f  the ray problem tended to produce 
the convergence solution before the hint  more  often than did 
subjects with the dosage version (32% vs. 14%), G2(1) = 3.36, 
p < .07. This difference disappeared when hint-aided solutions 
are also considered (58% vs. 51%), G:(1) = 0.34, p = .56. 

Table  6 
Percentage of Subjects Producing Convergence Solution for 
Ray Problem: Experiment 4 

Instruction Before hint After hint 

Less-directive comparison 
Group 1 (dosage version; n = 19) 10 47 
Group 2 (intensity version; n = 19) 10 37 

More-directive comparison 
Group 3 (dosage version; n = 17) 18 56 a 
Group 4 (intensity version; n = 19) 53 82 b 

Control group (n = 16) 0 - -  

"Does not include 1 subject who did not attempt the radiation 
problem after the hint. 
b Does not include 2 subjects who did not attempt the radiation 
problem after the hint. 
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Finally, there was a trend toward a significant before-hint 
interaction between type of  comparison instructions and ver- 
sion of  target problem, G2(1) = 3.35, p = .07 [the after-hint 
interaction is not significant, G2(I) = 2.38, p = .13]. The 
before-hint interaction suggests that the combination of  the 
more directive comparison questions, coupled with use of  the 
additional aquarium problem and the intensity version of  the 
ray problem, adds up to a fairly powerful manipulat ion for 
facilitating spontaneous transfer, even after a 30-min delay. 

Subjects' answers to the comparison questions (prior to 
being given the ideal answers) were examined for the presence 
of  the three convergence features (small forces, surrounding/ 
converging on the target, and applied simultaneously). A 
slightly different scoring system was used in this experiment 
compared with the prior ones because for Groups 3 and 4 
two of  the comparison questions directly asked why it was 
important  that the soldiers and the water arrived at their 
destination at the same time. Consequently, subjects' re- 
sponses to the comparison questions were scored as appropri- 
ate if  they mentioned the notion of  small forces or surround- 
ing a target and scored as poor for any other answer. Subjects 
in Groups 3 and 4 (86%) wrote appropriate schemas far more 
often than did those in Groups 1 and 2 (26%), G2(1) = 28.91, 
p < .0001, suggesting that the more specific nature of  the 
comparison questions that Groups 3 and 4 answered enabled 
them to focus better on the convergence features. Combining 
results across groups, subjects who wrote appropriate schemas 
produced the convergence solution prior to the hint more 
often than did those who wrote poor schemas (32% vs. 12%), 
G2(l) = 4.17, p < .05. Those subjects with appropriate sche- 
mas also produced the convergence solution in total more 
often (68% vs. 39%), G2(l) = 6.09, p < .02. More detailed 
analyses of  the effects of  schema quality within each of the 
four groups were not at tempted because of  small cell sizes 
(e.g., only two poor schemas were written by subjects in Group 
3). 

In summary, the results of  Experiment 4 are broadly con- 
sistent with the findings that Brown et al. (1986) obtained by 
using simpler problems and much younger subjects. More 
extensive comparison instructions help subjects to focus on 
the relevant features of  the training examples and to apply 
these features to a new problem, especially when the problem 
is worded to cue some relevant features of  the examples. 

E x p e r i m e n t  5 

The results of  Experiment 4 indicate that more-directive 
comparison instructions, coupled with a version of  the target 
problem that provided a better cue for an important  structural 
feature, yielded substantial transfer after a delay of  30 min. 
Experiment 5 was performed to determine whether such 
conditions would suffice to produce spontaneous transfer after 
a much longer delay, 1 week. In addition, Experiment 5 was 
intended to partially determine which aspects of  the more 
directive condition employed in Experiment 4 were most 
crucial in facilitating transfer. The more-directive comparison 
condition differed "from the less-directive condition in two 
potentially important  ways: (a) the use of  more detailed 
comparison questions and (b) the addition of a third example 
that provided direct problem-solving experience during train- 

ing. 2 Experiment 5 was designed to separate the effect of  
studying versus solving a third example. 

In Experiment 5, all subjects received the intensity version 
of  the ray problem, and all received the more directive version 
of  the comparison instructions from Experiment 4. One group 
of  subjects received two story analogs plus the aquarium 
problem, whereas the other group received three story analogs, 
with the aquarium problem rewritten as a story with a solu- 
tion. Finally, all subjects received the ray problem after a 
week's delay. 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 23 students in introductory psychology 
who participated in the experiment for course credit. 

Procedure. There were two groups in this experiment. In Session 
1, Group 1 (n = 11) received three stories to read, summarize, and 
compare. The stories were "The General," "The Fire Chief," and 
"The Aquarium" (which was changed into a story with a solution 
provided). The comparison instructions were adapted from those 
used by Groups 3 and 4 in the prior experiment to include "The 
Aquarium." Group 2 (n = 12) read, summarized, and compared 
"The General" and "The Fire Chief" and then received "The Aquar- 
ium" (in its problem version) to solve with a remainder to use the 
prior stories. The convergence solution to the aquarium problem was 
generated by 91% of the subjects in Group 2; all subjects in this group 
then read a convergence solution to it. 

In Session 2, which occurred a week later, subjects spent 15 min 
working on a separate experiment in decision making and then 
received the target problem. As before, subjects were told they were 
participating in several experiments. 

Results and Discussion 

Transfer was extremely robust for both groups, and they 
did not differ significantly in the frequency with which they 
produced the convergence solution before the hint (Group 1 
= 64%, Group 2 = 83%), G2(1) = 1.17, p = .28, or in total 
(91% vs. 92%), G2(1) = 0.004, p = .95. There was a trend for 
greater spontaneous transfer in Group 2, which had solved 
the aquarium problem during training, than in Group 1, 
which had received it as a story. Subjects who produced 
appropriate schemas also produced the convergence solution 
prior to the hint more often than did subjects who produced 
poor schemas (81% vs. 0%), G2(1) = 5.95, p < .02. However, 
this comparison is hampered by the fact that only 2 subjgcts 
produced poor schemas. After the hint, all subjects except 2 
(who wrote appropriate schemas) produced the convergence 
solution. 

Perhaps the most interesting result from Experiment 5 is 
that subjects produced the convergence solution far more 
often before the hint than did 1-week-delay subjects in prior 
experiments. Overall, 74% of  subjects in Experiment 5 pro- 

2 Another possibility is that the aquarium story is somehow a more 
effective analog than the convergence stories taken from Gick and 
Holyoak (1983). However, an unpublished experiment by Laura 
Novick and Keith Holyoak, in which the aquarium story was used as 
a single source analog, revealed that spontaneous transfer to the 
radiation problem was as infrequent for the aquarium story as for a 
story from Gick and Holyoak (1983). 
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duced the convergence solution before the hint, which com- 
pares very favorably with the 1-week-delay subjects in Exper- 
iments 2 and 3 (7% and 23%, respectively). It seems clear 
that extensive comparison instructions based on three source 
analogs are sufficient to allow most subjects to learn the 
important features of the class of  convergence problems and 
to recognize the applicability of  the solution method to a new 
example presented after a substantial delay and context 
change. It does not appear to be critical whether the third 
analog is solved or simply read (in story form). This last result 
agrees with other evidence that learners can study solved 
examples (as opposed to working them out) and still perform 
quite well on transfer problems (Catrambone & Holyoak, 
1988; Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989). 

Genera l  Discussion 

The results of  these experiments indicate that presentation 
of  fairly extensive comparison questions along with three 
analogs seems sufficient to enable reliable transfer to a super- 
ficially dissimilar target analog in the absence of an externally 
provided hint to apply the prior source analogs. When the 
target problem is presented immediately after only two story 
analogs and very general comparison instructions in the con- 
text of  a single experiment, then transfer prior to a hint is also 
obtained with significant frequency (Gick & Holyoak, 1983; 
Spencer & Weisberg, 1986; Experiment 1 of  our study). Such 
transfer is usually sharply reduced or eliminated when the 
source analogs and the target are presented in different con- 
texts, even when the transfer test is immediate (Spencer & 
Weisberg, 1986; our Experiments 2-3). In fact, performance 
does not get much worse even after a delay of  a week. This 
suggests that the main obstacle to transfer in these situations 
is a shift in context, not the passage of  time (although it could 
be argued that it is impossible to have a passage of  time 
without a shift in context). 

The results of  Experiments 4 and 5, however, indicate that 
if the comparison instructions are extensive and the target 
problem is phrased in a way that cues an important feature 
from the source analogs, then transfer is greatly improved, 
with the majority of  subjects demonstrating spontaneous 
transfer after a delay as long as a week. Our results do not 
allow us to distinguish whether more directed questions, a 
third example, or some combination of  these factors is nec- 
essary for long-term transfer. However, the results of  Experi- 
ment 5 indicate that direct problem-solving experience, al- 
though it may be helpful, is not crucial. It seems most likely 
that all of  these factors--more examples, more-directive com- 
parison instructions, and problem-solving experience--can 
contribute to the acquisition of  generalized schematic knowl- 
edge of a problem category, which in turn allows more flexible 
transfer (Brown & Kane, 1988; Brown et al., 1986). We have 
demonstrated that this transfer can occur even after contex- 
tual changes and delays. 

Our results suggest that comparison exercises must be care- 
fully constructed in order to encourage learners to focus on 
the aspects of  training examples that a teacher deems most 
important. Neither undirected similarity comparisons (Exper- 
iments 2-3) nor highly abstract questions about structural 
similarities (Experiment 4) proved effective in allowing long- 

term transfer. In general, novices in a domain tend to focus 
on those features of  examples with which they are most 
familiar and to miss the underlying concepts that the examples 
are supposed to demonstrate (Catrambone & Holyoak, 1987; 
Chi et al., 1981). In addition, the results of  Experiments 3-5 
indicate that the phrasing of  the transfer problem is important, 
suggesting that learners may need to learn how to encode 
novel problems in terms of  features that are shared by prior 
examples. Two factors thus seem to be implicated in mediat- 
ing transfer. One involves the quality of  the representation of  
the commonalities among multiple source analogs; the other 
involves the presence of  cues in the target problem that 
activate relevant features of the source analogs. In both cases 
the effect is to increase the likelihood that relevant features 
from prior training examples will be recalled and applied to 
the target problem. 

These results extend a broad picture of  the conditions that 
govern analogical transfer that has emerged in recent years. 
When the source and target analog share many salient surface 
properties, spontaneous transfer is quite likely to occur even 
in the absence of  a hint--even, in fact, when the analogy is 
misleading (Carroll, Mack, Lewis, Grischkowsky, & Robert- 
son, 1985; Ross, 1984). Transfer in the absence of  a hint is 
much more difficult to obtain between isolated analogs drawn 
from different domains (Gick & Holyoak, 1980) unless the 
situations have some salient surface similarity (Holyoak & 
Koh, 1987) or unless critical features are emphasized in the 
comparison questions and target problems (Brown et al., 
1986). Interdomain transfer is facilitated when multiple 
source analogs are first compared, highlighting the underlying 
relational structure (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). Multiple exam- 
ples often allow transfer without a hint when the context is 
relatively constant, whereas a single source example typically 
would not suffice. However, processing multiple source ana- 
logs is not sufficient to ensure transfer under more demanding 
conditions in which the context is changed, as in the present 
experiments and those of  Spencer and Weisberg (1986). 
Rather, students must be directed to focus on the relevant 
aspects of  examples (Lewis & Anderson, 1985; Sweller et al., 
1983). A fruitful avenue of  research may involve searching 
for ways of  helping learners to focus on relevant features of 
training examples in a variety of  domains and to learn to 
reliably identify these features in transfer problems (e.g., Ca- 
trambone & Holyoak, 1988). 
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Appendix A 

Dosage Version of Radiation Problem Used in Experiments 1-2 
and Groups 1 and 3 in Experiment 4 

Suppose you are a doctor faced with the following problem. A 
malignant tumor has developed in the stomach of one of your 
patients. If the tumor is not treated soon, the cancer will spread 
throughout the patient's body, resulting in death. Because of some 
medical complication it is impossible to perform an operation to 
remove the tumor or restrict its blood supply. There is therefore no 
simple way to treat the patient's condition. However, you have 
available a kind of ray that can be used to destroy the tumor. A 
sustained large dose of the rays will effectively destroy the tumor. 
Unfortunately, at this dosage the rays will also destroy the healthy 

tissue that they pass through on the way to the tumor. At a lesser 
dosage the rays would not harm the healthy tissue, but they would 
not destroy the tumor either. 

What type of procedure might be used to destroy the tumor with 
the rays, and at the same time avoid destroying the healthy tissue? 
Suggest as many possible solutions as you can. Write down all the 
possibilities you can think of, even ones that may not really be 
practical. Don' t  worry about not having enough medical knowledge. 
Use any information you can think of to help solve the problem. 

Appendix B 

Comparison Questions and Ideal Answers 

Groups 1 and 2 in Experiment 4 

1. Describe how the main goal of the general and fire chief is 
similar. 

The main goal of the general and the fire chief is similar in that 
in both cases they want to focus a large force (soldiers/water) 
on some target (the fortress/the fire) that cannot be used in full 
strength from a single direction. 
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2. How are the obstacles that  made  it difficult to capture the 
fortress and  put  out  the fire similar? 

The  obstacles are similar in the following ways: 
a. Only a small  force can be a imed  at the target f rom any 
given direction (only a small  n u m b e r  o f  soldiers can go down 
a given pa th /on ly  a single bucket  o f  water can be thrown from 
any position). 
b. A small  force by itself is not  sufficient to do the job o f  a 
large force. 

3. List all the important similarities you can think ofin the methods 
used to capture the fortress and  put  out  the fire. 

The  methods  are similar in the following ways: 
a. A large force (total n u m b e r  o f  soldiers/total a m o u n t  o f  
water available) was split up  into m a n y  small  forces. 
b. The  small  forces sur rounded  the target. 
c. The  small  forces s imul taneously  focused or converged on 
the target from all directions, thus  adding up to a large force 
that  focused on the  target. 

Groups 3 and 4 in Experiment 4 and All Subjects in 
Experiment 5 

1. The  fortress is difficult to capture because a large a rmy  of  soldiers 
can not  attack it f rom one direction. 
The  fire is difficult to put  out  because a large a m o u n t  o f  water 
cannot  be thrown at it f rom one direction. 
Write a third sentence that  is jus t  like the two above, except 
that  "The  fortress" and  "The  fire" are replaced by a word or 

te rm that  is more  general, " a rmy  of  soldiers" and  " a m o u n t  o f  
water" are replaced by a more  general term,  and  "at tack" and  
" thrown at" are replaced by a more  general term. 

A target is difficult to overcome because a large force cannot  
be a imed  at it f rom one direction. 

2. There were enough  soldiers to attack the fortress, bu t  they could 
not  do it from one direction. Wha t  happened instead? 

The  soldiers were broken into small  groups, the  groups sur- 
rounded the fortress, and  then moved  in on it all at the same 
time. 

There was enough  water to put  out  the fire, but  it could not  be 
shot  f rom one direction. Wha t  happened  instead? 

The  water was put  into small  buckets,  the buckets  sur rounded 
the fire, and  were then  th rown onto  it all at the same time. 

Based on the above answers, what  is similar about  the method  
used to capture the  fortress and  put  out  the fire? 

In both cases a large force was broken into m a n y  small  forces. 
These forces were theft a imed at a central target and  made  to 
arrive at the target all at the same t ime,  thus  adding up to a 
larger force again. 

3. W h y  was it impor tan t  that  all the soldiers arrive at the fortress 
at the same t ime? 

By arriving at the same t ime the groups o f  soldiers added up 
to a very large and  powerful group. 

Why  was it impor tan t  that  all the water hit the fire at the same 
time? 

By hit t ing the fire at the same t ime the m a n y  buckets of  water 
added up  to a very large and  powerful a m o u n t  o f  water. 

Appendix C 

Aquarium Problem Given to Groups 3 and 4 in Experiment 4 
and Group 2 in Experiment 5 

Problem Statement 

A major  aqua r ium in a city on the East Coast  decided to create a 
large aqua r ium display containing a replica o f  the  sunken  ocean liner 
the  Titanic amid  the sea env i ronmen t  o f  its resting place, which is 
deep in the  Atlantic Ocean off the coast o f  Newfoundland.  A profes- 
sional aqua r ium designer was assigned to the project. She placed a 
small  replica o f  the vessel in the center o f  a large tank, with a realistic 
sea bed. Then  she added to the tank sea plants and  fish o f  the  sort 
that  live in the Atlantic at the  depth o f  the sunken  Titanic. The  
display was virtually finished when  the designer was confronted with 
a major  problem she had failed to anticipate. In order to main ta in  
the deep-water env i ronment  required by the  fish and  plants, the tank 
had to be kept quite dark, as the  deep-water organisms were not  
adapted to light. However,  if the  tank  was kept completely dark, 
people would not  be able to see the small  replica o f  the  Titanic in the 
center  o f  the tank,  which, after all, was the  ma in  point  of  the exhibit. 
Put t ing lights inside the model  o f  the wreck looked too artificial. The  
designer considered shining a powerful spotlight on the model  of  the 
vessel. However,  if the spotlight was located inside the  tank, it would 
raise the temperature  o f  the water too high; and  if it was located 
outside the tank, the bright beam seriously disrupted the feeding 

habits o f  some  of  the  fish. So it looked like the display was going to 
have an embarrass ing shortcoming.  

Wha t  could be done to light the  display? Write your  solution 
below. R e m e m b e r  to use the same principles that  were used in the 
stories you read. 

Solution 

Just  before the display was to open, the  designer hit  upon  a new 
idea. She had several low-powered spotlights placed at different 
locations a round  the outside o f  the  tank, all focused on the replica o f  
the ship. Each o f  the lights was quite dim,  so the  light-averse fish were 
not  disturbed as they swam around  the Titanic. But since all o f  the 
lights were focused on  the  ship, their beams  added up so as to 
i l luminate it enough  that  its realistic details could be seen by viewers. 
When  the display opened, everyone thought  it was both realistic and 
esthetically striking. 

R e c e i v e d  J u n e  20,  1988 

R e v i s i o n  r ece ived  M a r c h  23,  1989 

A c c e p t e d  M a r c h  28 ,  1989 • 


